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1. There is no immunity for criminal acts. Cipilone is just
acting as a mob Consigliere. Plus, by continuing to run
businesses engaged in criminal conduct including
racketeering predicates all @WhiteHouse officers have
lost or have very limited immunity IMO. I warned about it

2. when Trump said he would not divest.  

 

EG. What if Trump deliberately poisons his hotel guests and admits it in a staff

meeting? Would that be covered by official executive branch immunity? Now, if he

admits he's covering up crimes committed before he was sworn, same result?

3. This is evidence that Trump is despirate. His legal team knows @POTUS waived

Executive Privilege. I'll look at the memo to see if any of the instances cited involved

former @WhiteHouse emoployees. I tend to doubt it. It applies to current employees

IMO. I'll subplement this.

4. @JillWineBanks spoke like a competent attorney saying she would have to look

carefully at @TheJusticeDept Asst AG memo and the authority cited. I know that

@MSNBC can't just shut down for hours while people read and analyze a memo but

spinning this as a strong move for the

5. @WhiteHouse is nonsense and not journalistic. It's simply more Trump

propaganda.  

 

Okay, the memo leads off citing a family friend: Janet Reno. First the citation was

addressing executive privilege that Trump has already waived. Here's @nytimes

article about the actual case

6. that AAG Engel memo to WH counsel Cipollone uses as its showcase predicate. AG

Reno Sept 16, 1999 memo that addressed Congress attempting to get at a Clinton

clemency decision process. 

 

House Panel Subpoenas Records on Clinton's Clemency Offer
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House Panel Subpoenas Records on Clinton's Clemency Offer
Congressional Republicans subpoena White House and Justice Department
records related to Pres Clinton's offer to cut sentences of 16 members of Puerto
Rican nationalist group FALN (Armed Forces of Na…

https://nyti.ms/2VNuR8G

7. Simply stated, AG Reno was addressing a clearly official act. Trump covering up

crime committed before inauguration is not. @MSNBC please stop spinning things as

good for Trump until you've read them and looked below the spin. It makes you all

look foolish. @maddow @Lawrence

8. Use @JillWineBanks who knew to go and read it and the authority before taking a

position. Give her a little time to do the work real lawyers do before giving a view on a

complex legal matter. It's why we generally bill by the hour. Sometimes reading a

short document

9. takes a long time. 😎
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